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Abstract
Oscillator Pond is a sound installation project developed as part of an environment
art-science conference program, Atmospheres. The work introduced a randomized
soundscape into a greenhouse. Organic sounding rhythms and creature-like tones
were generated on an ARP 2500, a synthesizer made in the 1970s, and were then
captured digitally. The critter sounds are triggered with custom software using
probability and random processes to create a surreal and unpredictable soundscape
that changes throughout the day. Visitors can interrupt this ‘organic mode’ to hear
specific critter sounds and activate some special playback modes.

Oscillator Pond: Analog Critters in a Digital Pool
An ambient and interactive audio installation
James Moses

1. Project overview and concept
Hundreds of creature-like sound characters populate Oscillator Pond creating a surreal and
unpredictable soundscape that changes through the day. Visitors can interrupt this ‘organic
mode’ to hear specific sounds and activate some special playback modes. The ‘critter’ sounds
were made on a rare and historic analog synthesizer - an ARP 2500 made in the 1970’s. Organic
sounding rhythms and creature-like tones were generated on the ARP and then captured and
edited digitally. In the installation, the sounds are triggered with custom software (a MAX/MSP
patch) using probability and random processes to create a surreal and unpredictable soundscape
that changes through the day. Visitors can interrupt this “organic mode” to hear specific critter
sounds and activate some special playback modes. The installation was featured in
“Atmospheres (Earth, Itself 2016)” a conference at the Institute at Brown for Environment and
Society (IBES), Granoff Center, John Carter Brown Library. It was staged in the IBES public
greenhouse space and ran from April 25 to May 6, 2016.

The project evolved from a series of serendipitous circumstances. In 2013 the Brown University
music department had its ARP 2500 synthesizer from the 1970’s refurbished and brought back
into service in the MEME (Multimedia and Electronic Music Experiments) studios. I began
using the instrument, and after making a couple rhythmic pieces I found myself making streams
of creature-like sounds driven by the sequencing capability of the ARP, with modulation that
created unpredictable, organic sounding rhythms and sounds (see synthesis and rhythm
sequencing details in sections 2 and 3).
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These sounds and gestures connected to my practice and interest in soundscape composition and
acoustic ecology, and I began creating samples and sequences that I called ‘Arp Critters’ and
became the core material of this project. Pioneers of soundscape and acoustic ecology work
emphasize careful listening prior to recording or creating work through sound walks. Barry
Truax says:
“My own practical suggestion with regard to soundscape recording and composition is
not to begin with recording or processing in the studio, but rather with the experience of
soundwalking in the soundscape. Soundwalking is best done with the only intent being
listening, without the distraction of operating a recorder. It is arguably the most direct
aural involvement possible with a soundscape and one where repetition does not dull its
effectiveness, since each walk is unique and unrepeatable.” (Truax, 2012, p. 196)
An appropriate work flow developed from my daily routines at the time. I typically bike to our
studios via the East Bay Bike path in Rhode Island and I began listening to the soundscape along
Narragansett Bay with extra care and then working with the ARP to develop sounds and
sequences when I arrived at the studios. This listening grounds the work as a reaction to a
specific time and place - the northeast United States in spring and early summer - even as the
piece takes large imaginary leaps with some sounds and playback modes.

Figure 1.1: The East Bay Bike Path along Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island.
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Oscillator Pond is playful - an almost accidental expression of, and reaction to, my appreciation
of interesting environmental sound. Placing the installation in spaces where the soundscape is
dominated by ‘anthrophony’ and little ‘biophony’ exists, to use terms coined by Bernie Krause
(Krause, 2012), recontextualizes those spaces pointing out the absence of natural sound and
enlivening the space. The installation adds new ‘keynotes’ on top of mechanical ‘flatline’ sounds
to use some terminology from Murray Schafer’s thinking about acoustic ecology. (Schafer,
1994). The experience of Oscillator Pond plays with the notion and value judgements of such
terms describing human influence on sonic environments.

The synthesis work never attempted prescriptive recreations of real sounds and did not involve
analysis of any recordings. Others have done such work and it is important in some scientific
contexts. Research into this work informed my creative process and clarified my artistic goals,
but I responded mostly to my experience listening to and recording/creating sound ambiences
through my work in radio, film sound and soundscape composition. The sound of Oscillator
Pond is decidedly non-realistic—a surreal synthesized soundscape that is reminiscent of real
environments but is clearly an artistic response, so creating an otherworldly soundscape.

Still, ‘Oscillator Pond’ clearly fits into the history of soundscape composition as practiced by
pioneers in the field at Simon Fraser University, where composer Barry Truax exclusively used
granular synthesis of sine waves to create ‘Riverrun’ and Hildergard Westerkamp used extreme
transformations of recorded sound to create bass in ‘Beneath the Forest Floor’ (Truax, 2002).
Barry Truax described a range of sonic approaches that were used in an article in Organised
Sound:
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The soundscape composition always keeps a clear degree of recognizability in its sounds,
even if some of them are in fact heavily processed, in order that the listener’s recognition
of and associations with these sounds may be invoked. Or, to put it even more simply, it
is always clear what the soundscape composition is ‘about’ ... Of course, many
composers like to create an imaginary world with processed sounds of various origins,
and if the result is heard as a coherent soundscape, even if unrealistic in its details, one
can make a connection to the soundscape composition approach. (Truax, 2002, para. 8)
Synthesizing creature and creature-like sounds, and creating synthesized environments, has a
substantial history, and is important to contemporary sound design for games and cinema
(Khatchadourian, 2015). In addition, the study of the acoustics of animal sounds has led to a
number of systems for physical modelling synthesis (Erkut, 2004; Rothenberg, 2014, p. 180).
Compositions using early analog synthesis provide a connection and inspiration for Oscillator
Pond.

Morton Subotnick is not generally considered a soundscape composer, but his pioneering work
with early analog synthesizers often sought to create imaginary worlds and evoked the sound of
sonic characters.
“The idea for Silver Apples,” Subotnick recalls, “was a series of sonic gestural
environments that would have no real connection [to one another] … I know it’s at this
point a kind of cliché concept, but I saw it as a trip, in all senses of the word; a bunch of
different trips. You’d have a whole set of experiences in the desert. Suddenly, a cold
breeze comes in and you find yourself floating in a lake and you have that experience.
Suddenly, you find yourself in a pristine stainless steel room, somewhere, that’s very
shiny, and echo-y. So you have an experience.” (Gluck, 2013, para. 14)
Writer and musician Bob Gluck characterizers Subotnick’s sound palette using evocative names:
Sidewinder introduces us to a cast of “sonic characters.” Deviating from inherited
traditions of electroacoustic music in which sounds are described in strictly sonic rather
than referential terms, I have given them suggestive names. My rationale is tied to the
magical way in which Subotnick’s sonorities exist somewhere between the referential
and the abstract. The opening sound sequence, after which this work is named, is highly
suggestive. Whether or not the work is in fact simply about the sounds themselves rather
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than forming a dramatic narrative, is beside the point. One can choose—or choose not—
to read in a story line, or multiple story lines. I personally prefer not to do so, instead
allowing my imagination to take me at each listening.
1. “Rattler” is a continuously changing sequence suggesting its title.
2. “Stoomp” consists of clearly articulated, individual resonant sound pulses.
3. “Rev” is a brief sequence of reverberant sounds, suggestive of a jungle environment.
The structure of the sequence will be described within the narrative.
4. “Sound Mass” is a two-note sound cluster; one low frequency and one higher, a perfect
fourth apart.
5. “Worble” is a sound cluster with a noise component, frequency modulated.
6. “Helicopter” is a complex sound approximating the title I’ve given it.
7. “Pluck” is a high frequency blend of plucked string and xylophone sonorities.
8. “Kalimba,” suggests a bent metal, twanging sound, beginning with a kalimba-like
attack, heard at lower and middle frequencies. Subotnick himself thought of this sound as
a jaw harp. It “was made before there was a Q filter. This was a patch that even Don
Buchla was surprised by.”
9. “Pulsing Mass” consists of two layers: mid-frequency jaw harp/wah-wah-like filter
shifting cluster, and a rumbling, lower frequency sound mass. The machine-like qualities
of the sound masses contrast with some of the more organic sounds of this work, like
“Rattler.” (Gluck, 2013, para. 30)
Sonic Seasonings by Wendy Carlos, originally released in 1972, used field recordings and
synthesized recreations of nature sounds along with instrumental music. She commented, on the
liner notes for a 1998 CD release:
“When Sonic Seasonings was composed, there was no existing category for music of its
kind: "a third, viable alternative to acoustic and musical environmental presentations."
What became a catch-all of laid back, ephemeral styles, "New Age Music," was yet to
come-over a decade in the future. We thought of it simply as another promising new way
to make electronic music. We wanted to combine instrumental and other performed
layers, with those taken directly from nature, and thus unperformed. Since the term
"Sound Design" was a concept that didn't yet exist by name, we had to innovate, working
over and designing aural qualities and effects, building raw timbres from the ground up.
Today no one would blink. Back then it was unproven and pioneering.” (Carlos &
Elkind, 1998)
Oscillator Pond is unusual, perhaps unique, in seeking to create a synthesized referential
environment as an ambient, generative sound installation. Although producer Rachel Elkind on
the album notes for Carlos’ Sonic Seasonings says “...on the level of pure enjoyment, these
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records were designed to be a part of the decor, so to speak-a sonic ambience that enhances the
listener's total environment” (Carlos & Elkind, 1972) the piece is fixed and sounds through
composed with melodic and harmonic progressions and formal events and arrivals that tend to
take over the space the music is played in.

As a generative system it also resists the problem of capturing and freezing a soundscape—as
Hildegard Westerkamp warns: “How do we avoid the very real danger of simply creating yet
another product, a CD with yet more amazing sounds? Let's be clear that when we hear animal
sounds from, say, the Amazon on a CD, we are listening to sounds that have been frozen into a
repetitive format and medium and have been imported into our soundscape. They have
become—in the best case—interesting aural information for us, a story, a type of text from
another place. In the worst case, they have become an imported product, a "neat" sound without
any real meaning beyond the WOW experience, an excuse for further non-listening, "new age
muzak", or yet another object on our shelves.” (Westerkamp, 1998).

The sounds create surprise and cognitive dissonance in the listener for at least a moment (are
there bugs and birds in here?), but the surreal nature of the sounds soon reveal themselves and
encourage more attentive listening. The pseudo-familiarity and sparseness of the created
soundscape, however, also allow the work to fold into the background. This works in ways Brian
Eno has described when talking about his ambient music work that was originally a response to
Muzak background music: “conventional background music is produced by stripping away all
sense of doubt and uncertainty (and thus all genuine interest) from the music. Ambient Music
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retains these qualities. ... Ambient Music is intended to induce calm and space to think” (Eno,
1978, para. 4).

Eno has also advocated for generative approaches to music making through his practice and
writing. He has released algorithmic music through computer media since 1996 and coined the
term ‘generative’ music with his 1996 release of “Generative Music 1” on floppy disk. On notes
that accompany the disk Eno mentions wind chimes as an example of generative composition
noting that “the only compositional control you have over the music they produce is in the
original choice of notes that the chimes will sound. Recently, however, out of the union of
synthesizers and computers, some much finer tools have evolved.” He adds “I really think it is
possible that our grandchildren will look at us in wonder and say: ‘You mean you used to listen
to exactly the same thing over and over again?’” (Eno, 1996). Eno describes the creative process
of making his recent generative work, an app-based piece called “Reflections”, saying: “It’s a lot
like gardening: you plant the seeds and then you keep tending to them until you get a garden you
like.” (Strauss, 2016). Oscillator Pond embraces the ideas of generative composition and ambient
music in the form of an adaptable sound installation.

It is useful to consider how a soundscape installation in a public space differs from music and
what the response of visitors might be. Barry Blesser and Linda Ruth Salter discuss the concepts
of aural architecture and auditory spatial awareness and how sound may affect emotions and
moods in overt or subliminal ways. They note that “sounds signify events taking place: babies
crying, brakes screeching, birds singing, people talking and water falling.” ... “we do not so
much hear sound as perceive sonic events, with sounds transporting events into our
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consciousness” (Blesser/Salter p. 15). Music in contemporary culture works differently. We
expect music to be to be mediated and may be surprised to discover a live performer playing
music in many settings, though we are not surprised by the presence of music from speakers. But
referential sounds coming from speakers are not expected outside of the context of a movie, TV
show, or advertisement. The sounds from Oscillator Pond and the regular but non-metric timing
of those sounds, imply physical sound events. They imply the presence of hidden characters,
‘critters’, making sound and communicating with one another. In built environments, even a
greenhouse, this illusion creates cognitive dissonance, recalls memories of the outdoor
environment and exposes the scarcity of life in built spaces. The greenhouse space adds irony to
this effect - the space is filled with plant life but, in fact, is highly controlled and excludes the
creatures that accompany plant life in any outdoor environment.

1.1. The Greenhouse Location

Figure 1.2: Greenhouse at the Institute at Brown for Environment & Society.

Placing Oscillator Pond into a greenhouse space was especially evocative. The plants, many
from the Amazon, and the humidity, emphasized the ambiguity of the nature of the sounds.
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Attractive seating locations provided space for visitors to sit and relax, and the space already had
regular visitors who came to read, talk, or draw the exotic plants in the room. Oscillator Pond
was not first made as a site-specific installation, however. It is designed to be scalable and
adaptable, and was tailored to fit the greenhouse space through the sound system design
employed (see below for details). Previous versions of the work included a long-form fixed
media version presented as a pre-concert work with computer controlled lighting at Brown
University’s Grant Auditorium in 2013, and a three-minute fixed version that was included on
the album Seamus Electro-Acoustic Miniatures 2013: Negative Space. The current generative
and interactive version of the work was also staged in a public space at The Granoff Center for
the Arts at Brown University in March 2017, at the spring symposium of the Brown Arts
Initiative. The concrete, steel, and glass surroundings in the Granoff Center are very different
from the greenhouse, and the sound design was adapted to a square open area with various
sounds escaping to a building-wide speaker system throughout the four stories of the building’s
open public space.

2. Synthesis on the ARP 2500
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Figure 2.1: The ARP 2500 synthesizer.
The ARP 2500 is an analog modular synthesizer originally made in the 1970s. It has a classic
collection of synthesis modules with an idiosyncratic patching/signal routing system. Once the
patching system is understood the instrument’s operation would be familiar to anyone with
experience in sound synthesis. In my case, I began working in electronic music in a studio with a
large scale modular Moog synthesizer that offered similar components and workflows. Since
then, I have used many software synthesizers that mimic these classic designs using oscillators,
filters, modulators and sequencers. The diagram in Figure 4 is from the ARP 2500 manual.
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Figure 2.2: Block diagrams of typical signal flow from the ARP 2500 User manual (Source: Arp
Instruments, 1974, p.19).
The specific design of the ARP’s oscillators and filters as well as the added noise from its analog
electronics and matrix bus routing system give the instrument a distinctive sound quality. The
idea that analog systems inherently sound better than digital systems still exists and some argue
passionately about it. I’m not in that camp, but I do recognize the uniqueness of each analog
design, and I am especially interested in the impact the user interface of any instrument has on
the creative process.

Using the ARP, compared to computer-based digital tools, changed my work processes in
important ways. Because the ARP lacks digital control of any type, it is very difficult to recreate
a particular setting. There are no presets and documenting any patch is cumbersome. Even if
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documented carefully, settings are not calibrated to allow for precise recreation. The ephemeral
nature of the machine causes one to pay close attention and to always be making aesthetic
decisions. Shall I capture this sound sequence? Shall I manipulate it—how much and in what
ways? There is no automation, so changes are always performed. Capturing to digital audio
allowed for editing after the fact, but real-time manipulation remained a key feature in the
creation of sounds and sequences.

Unlike the diagram from the ARP 2500 manual above (Figure 4) no keyboard was used. Instead,
the ARP’s sequencer or low-frequency pulse waves from oscillators were used to trigger
envelope generators and create sound. Sometimes a slow sequence would provide isolated
samples that could be changed as the sequence ran to create multiple versions of similar sounds.
These would become a population of a single ‘critter’ sound group that was randomly triggered
in playback modules programmed in Max/MSP. In other cases, the sequences would generate
rhythms and bursts of sound that maintain their own rhythm within the Max/MSP program (see
further below).

Envelope control of pitch/frequency and filter cut-offs, with resonance, was important to the
expressiveness of the sound characters created. The choice of source waveforms impacted the
character or attitude of the sounds, as did mixing in filtered noise, but envelopes were especially
important because they could be designed and manipulated to mimic the pitch and vocal formant
shifts of bird-like creatures, or be used to modulate filters with a series of clicks or noise which
created interesting frantic bug and creepy frog-like sounds. In many musical contexts, this sort of
manipulation may be done with a low frequency oscillator which can be put in sync with a
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tempo. Here, envelope control helped provided a more convincing soundscape. It was also
possible to play with the envelopes while capturing streams of sounds to create small differences
in the edited samples and sequences

Figure 5 shows the signal flow for the bird sounds mentioned where amplitude, pitch and filter
modulation follow a similar envelope contour.

Figure 2.3: Pitch modulation example.
Sound Sample 1: ‘Tweeter’ and Sound Sample 2: ‘ooWee bird’ are examples of the technique.
For sequences, it was necessary to use separate envelope triggers for amplitude and pitch/filter,
so short fast click sequences could have pitch and filter modulation over longer periods of
time—almost like a string player playing a tremolo sequence. This was possible using the trigger
and gate inputs to a single envelope, but using separate envelopes with separate gate signals
yielded a less predictable result as the two triggers fell in and out of sync (Figure 6).
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Figure 2.4: Separate gate signals for amplitude and pitch/filter envelopes used for sequences of
click and noise sounds.
Sound Sample 3: ‘Nightdrop’—Short Click/Noise Sounds with Long Pitch/Filter Envelope

Digital editing allowed sounds to be organized into smaller samples and sequences that were
played back in a generative manner through the custom software in Max/MSP. More elaborate
digital processing was intentionally avoided and no sounds were generated through digital
synthesis or acoustic recording. This imposed constraint limited the array of compositional
choices and preserved the character of the performances and sound qualities achieved on the
analog synthesizer.

As described, the synthesized sounds were created by ear and intuition—responding to
environmental sounds, rather than transcribing them. Still, analysis of the sound results reveals
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some interesting information and comparisons. The spectrogram of a single synthesized tweet
from the ‘Tweeters’ character clearly shows the pitch envelope used with a fast rise in pitch at
the attack and a slower drop at the release (Figure 7). One can also see the harmonic content of
the sound which was a triangle wave (the odd harmonics are louder (brighter) than the even
harmonics which may be distortion or resonance from the filtering).

Figure 2.5: Spectrogram of synthesized ‘Tweeter’ sound.
Sound Sample 4: Tweet Fragment
We can see a generally similar shape in this fragment of a Pine Siskin recording (Figure 8).
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Figure 2.6: Spectrogram of part of Pine Siskin flight-display song.
Sound Sample 5: Pine Siskin Fragment (from Doug Von Gausig, 1998,
www.naturesongs.com/frinpass.html#frin)

The synthesized ‘ooWee’ character shows a more dramatic pitch shape and a purer pitch
character resulting in a less realistic sound quality (Figure 9).

Figure 2.7: Spectrogram of synthesized ‘ooWee’ sound.
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Sound Sample 6: ooWee Fragment

One of the most complex sounds in Oscillator Pond is ‘Scary Bird’. Created with multiple
envelopes controlling resonant filtering of noise signals and amplitude panning across two
channels—resulting in dramatic spatial and spectral gestures (Figure 10).

Figure 2.8: Spectrogram of synthesized ‘ScaryBird’ sound.
Sound Sample 7: ‘ScaryBird’

Near the end of the ‘ScaryBird’ sample (2.0–2.5 seconds), the resonant peak of the filter (the
bright yellow line) goes up beyond the audible range of human hearing at 20 kHz (and the 22
kHz bandwidth of the digital recording at a 44.1 kHz sample rate). Because the resonant
frequency is at the cut-off of the low pass filter, this modulation allows broadband noise to be
heard as an alarming hissing gesture. Noise and resonance features are also recognizable in the
spectrogram of this recording of a Barn Owl (Figure 11).
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Figure 2.9: Spectrogram of part of a Barn Owl recording.
Sound Sample 8: Barn Owl (from Spofford, 1956,
https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Barn_Owl/sounds)

Reflecting on the processes and workflow used in making the sounds of Oscillator Pond, I find
parallels between the coincidental choice to use the ARP 2500 synthesizer, and the subject
matter that Oscillator Pond developed. The 40-year-old electronics are primitive compared to
current technologies, but are still functional and expressive. Just as the vocal utterances of bird
calls and insect stridulations being mimicked are primitive forms of communication that date to
the earliest days of life on earth (Horowitz, 2013, p. 49), the techniques and technologies of early
sound synthesis are foundational to contemporary synthesis techniques and impact the aesthetic
thinking of electronic musicians, composers and sound designers. Analog modular synthesis is
growing in popularity and new manufacturers are developing new hardware and software based
on designs from the 1970s. I find a connection between the simple messy process of making
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Oscillator Pond - with one action leading to another until a larger project is formed - to universal
patterns of planetary and species creation that are hopefully evoked in the installation.

3. Rhythms
I have used the term ‘organic sounding rhythms’ to describe the temporal aspects of Oscillator
Pond. This idea is important to the piece and warrants some explanation. In particular, repetition
and recurrence in the work offer a sense of motion and rhythm at a variety of temporal durations
(from control of quick bursts of sound to global control of elements on the scale of a full day),
but these repetitions are never fully predictable. Tempos controlling sound playback, both in the
original synthesis of material with the ARP and in the playback programming in Max/MSP, are
always modulated in multiple ways. Recurrences are clearly heard at semi-regular intervals but
never on a beat. In the software playback, multiple instances of some sound groups provide a
sense of chorusing for some ‘critter’ groups, even though they are not programmed to literally
respond to each other as creatures in the natural world. Other sounds become highly recognizable
because of their features, but will happen less often—the result mimics the way some birds will
time their call in order to best be heard by potential mates. These techniques working together,
although not literally modelling any natural processes, are convincingly connected to rhythms
heard in natural environments.

Oscillator Pond is designed to mingle with real environments—especially human-made
environments. The rhythms described also match the patterns of sound from much human
activity where city traffic patterns, mechanical noises, cell phone chirps and other alert sounds,
conversation, footsteps, etc. create ambient shifting rhythms. In its current version, Oscillator
Pond is not intended as a complete virtual soundscape—wind noise and other distant background
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sounds are omitted, allowing the installation to occupy an existing space and adding ‘critter’
sounds as new characters that occupy and enliven the location. In the conservatory, there was
noise from fans (needed for the plants), a bubbling fish tank, and creaking windows that opened
and closed automatically in response to temperature sensors. The conservatory manager agreed
to quieten the environment a little by turning down some fans, but in general, these routine
sounds helped make the installation work.

3.1. Rhythms created in several ways
Micro-rhythms and medium length rhythms were made on the ARP synthesizer by the way
amplitude envelopes were triggered to modulate the instrument’s output. In many cases, a pulse
wave from the ARP sequencer clock would be used to trigger an envelope that would modulate
the output amplifier’s volume. The frequency of the clock pulse would be modulated by a lowfrequency square wave so that, when the square wave was high, the envelopes would be
triggered frequently, creating a burst of sound activity. But when the square wave was low, the
envelopes were rarely triggered—essentially turning the sound off. To vary the timing and
duration of the sound bursts, the frequency of the modulating square wave would be modulated
by a low-frequency sine (or sometimes triangle) wave from another oscillator (see Figure 12).
The idea of modulating a modulator is familiar to those experienced in sound synthesis. It is
more commonly applied to changing the timbre of longer sounds in interesting ways or creating
a convincing vibrato that changes over time. The technique, or variations of it, was used to
modulate the initial sequencing of the ARP when capturing the streams to digital audio. Many of
these rhythms were preserved through the editing process, letting the Max/MSP system play files
up to 40 seconds long.
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Figure 3.1: Rhythm modulations on the ARP.
Sound Sample 9: ‘Critters-Click’. Two Simultaneous Streams from the ARP Using Above
Signal Flow Patched Left and Right.

In Max/MSP, random number generation is used to trigger the edited samples and sequences
captured from the ARP. Sounds are organized and grouped into playback modules—each with
their own controls for timing, probability, and spatial location (see Max/MSP screenshot, Figures
13 and 14). A simple time value (using a ‘metro’ object in Max/MSP) is used as the first control
to determine how often a sound will be triggered. In addition, each playback module reports the
number of sound files in its playback list. A multiplier is then used to determine the number of
random choices available in the playback triggering system; this creates a probability that some
random numbers will not trigger sound files and adds another layer of unpredictability to the
system. A typical multiplier chosen for many of the playback modules is 1.5, creating a 1 in 3
chance that no sound will play when the ‘metro’ sends a trigger command (a ‘bang’ in Max/MSP
terminology).
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Figure 3.2: A group of playback modules in Max/MSP with output level and pan control.

Figure 3.3: Details of playback module sub-patch.

These two parameters (the metro value and the multiplier) can be used to create a range activity
levels and apparent interaction among the critter sounds. For instance, a low metro value (that is,
a fast tempo of possible sound triggers) with a high multiplier will cause a group of sounds to
play infrequently but allow the possibility that samples will trigger in close succession, so the
sounds may seem to sometimes respond to one another. A high metro value (slow tempo) with a
low multiplier will play more like a lone critter making sounds occasionally, but at fairly regular
intervals. Some of the playback modules are duplicated so that the same sounds are triggered by
23

two or more sets of random number generators, with the option to edit the metro and multiplier
parameters separately. This helps create the illusion of critter sounds chorusing together—
especially for some of the longer ARP sequences with their own internal rhythms.

In designing the soundscape with these controls, it was necessary to think about how detailed and
complete a simulation the system might generate. I found that over producing such artificial
interactions began to make the piece too busy aesthetically, and decided to avoid creating a
complete and fully detailed soundscape. Many small possible noises are left out, and the
interaction is an imperfect model—or not a model at all. As a result, the fictional world created
by the soundscape can feel oddly primitive, or perhaps reflect the potential loneliness of
technological culture. One might even interpret the sparseness as symbolic of the existential
crisis many species face in our real world, as Bernie Krause (2012) has discovered in his
soundscape documentation work. In the end, I discovered this incompleteness was a feature. The
‘critters’ are new characters being added to the existing soundscape of a space.

4. Interface and Interactivity
A touch screen user interface (Figure 15) allows visitors to intervene in the soundscape’s
‘organic’ mode. This further emphasizes the artificiality of the soundscape and offers visitors the
opportunity to play with the installation and explore soundscapes from different parts of the day.
An iPad running the program MIRA is used to control the Max/MSP program. (MIRA and
Max/MSP are both products of the software company Cycling ‘74).
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Figure 4.1: iPad interface in the greenhouse.
The interface offers three screen tabs (Figure 16). The ‘about’ page briefly describes the project.
The ‘Critters’ page lets users trigger the sounds of six featured ‘critters’ (named Oooweeoo,
Tweeters, Scary Bird, Creeper, Click Frogs, and Owuwuwowl). The ‘rhythms’ page allows users
to briefly play the program from different parts of the day and access three special modes:
‘Critter Party’ speeds up the current activity to a frantic and glitch-filled level (the selection
chooses one of several fast metro pulses at random). ‘Time Lapse’ scrolls through the times of
day triggering activity from 12 different time periods for five seconds each. ‘Ghost Critters’ adds
resonant filtering based on a random selection of chords with a minor key tonality—a short
uncertain requiem to threatened species in our environment.
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Figure 4.2: Interactive interface screenshots.
Sound Sample 10: Time Lapse. An example of the ‘Time Lapse’ Mode Trigger. The System
Scrolls Quickly Through Several Parts of the Day.
Each rhythm interruption lasts 20–50 seconds before the system returns to the current time of
day and resumes its organic mode. Only one rhythm mode is allowed to run at a time. On the
‘Critters’ page, the sounds can be triggered at will—as on a sampling keyboard—allowing fast
play and stutter effects.

Care was taken in the placement of the touchscreen within the environment. The screen was
placed away from the main entrance, in the hope that visitors would experience the overall
soundscape before discovering the interactivity available. With the restrictions on how the
rhythms can be interrupted and the handful of sound samples that can be triggered, the
interactivity is designed to reveal the processes of the work. It provides some fun playability, but
also allows the ambient and environmental aspects of the work to remain the emphasis.

4.1. Critter and Rhythm Images
To make images for the interface, found images of birds, reptiles, and other small creatures were
manipulated and combined with photographs of ARP 2500 details. Buttons, knobs, labelling
graphics, and schematics taken of the ARP were placed and mixed with processed images of
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creatures in Photoshop to create playful cartoonish characters of ‘featured critters’ that visitors
could play by touching an image on the iPad interface. In the ‘rhythms’ tab, simple color squares
are used to represent the available rhythm interrupts. Time Lapse uses several stripes of colors to
imply the function of that choice. These were made using the Max/MSP object ‘panel’ and by
manipulating the color and gradient values.

4.2. Implementation in MIRA
MIRA is designed primarily as a user controller for live electronic music using Max/MSP and (in
the version used at the time) included limited graphic capabilities and presented some constraints
to work around in designing an attractive and responsive public interface. Triggering video or
animations was not an option, but I was able to control color and alpha (or opacity) values of the
images and buttons to create visual responsiveness when visitors used the interface.

Max/MSP button objects were placed in the same screen location as the critter and rhythm
images with background colors and opacity values that made them invisible beneath the critter
images and barely visible beneath the rhythm panels. When touched the ‘blink’ color and opacity
value chosen reveal the button momentarily. When a rhythm interrupt is triggered in the rhythm
screen all the image panels that are not chosen have their alpha reduced indicating they are not
currently playable. After the 20 to 40 second play time of the triggered rhythm, the rhythm
screen returns to its original look and other rhythm interrupts can be chosen.

At the greenhouse, the iPad interface proved to be the biggest challenge to the reliability of the
system. Its connection to the computer running the Max/MSP program had to be implemented
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through wireless network connections. Security restrictions of the installed wireless network at
the greenhouse prevented connection, so I used an ad hoc peer to peer network connection
between the two devices and this worked relatively well. But if problem occurred or there was a
need to reboot the system the network had to be recreated in the Mac OS system software each
time. A better solution may have been to use a separate wireless router but the limited space for
placing equipment in the greenhouse made this difficult. Since then, MIRA software updates
allow direct connection through the computer’s USB port. This made the installation at the
Granoff center in the spring of 2017 more reliable.

5. Spatialization
Convincing spatialization of the sound samples is critical to the success of any version of
Oscillator Pond. The strategies employed to distribute the spatial soundscape include a scalable
panning system driven by the random numbers triggering the sound samples. This system always
includes a degree of unpredictability and density to create a convincing and immersive ambience.
The scalability employed allows mapping to sound systems, ranging from a stereo or binaural
output to multi-speaker configurations designed specifically for a given installation location.
Effort was taken to deemphasize speaker locations, both visually and sonically, as speakers were
largely hidden by plants and most generated panning positions would distribute sound to
multiple speakers creating phantom sound locations between speakers. These steps help create
the illusion that the sonic events may be generated by actual creatures.
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5.1. Audio system design
In the conservatory, a 10 speaker configuration was employed using six audio output channels to
create three quadraphonic zones plus a stereo pair of height channels for some bird and bug-like
sounds (Figure 17).

Figure 5.1: 10 Speaker audio system design using distributed quadraphonic areas plus height
speakers.
In the figure, notice the duplication of channels 1–4 to the speaker locations (Ch1, Ch2, Ch3, and
Ch4). The back to back placement provides the audio distribution of three quadraphonic zones
from only eight speakers, as indicated by the blue circles. The channel reversal of the channel 1,2
and 3,4 pairs improves the separation of duplicate channels. For instance, a visitor located near
channel 1 near the entrance would be unlikely to hear the same sounds coming from channel 1 in
the opposite corner.
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This distribution method is an extension of common practice in the audio industry for
distributing stereo sound playback to large rooms like clubs, sports bars, and stadiums. Many
speakers are used in an alternating left–right pattern to provide stereo sound to a large number of
listeners. The absolute location of sources left or right is sacrificed in order to distribute stereo
effects and separation at consistent volume levels. In the case of the greenhouse installation, the
shoe box shape of the room and the typical traffic flow of visitors around the plants suited this
economical distribution technique in this quadraphonic arrangement. At other locations other
designs will be necessary.

The two height speakers were mounted about 10 feet overhead (Figure 18). Separate audio
channels were used for selected sound groups to complete the immersive illusion of an organic
soundscape. The figure shows how the speakers were partly hidden and mounted to greenhouse
infrastructure.
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Figure 5.2: Height speakers in the greenhouse.

5.2 Panning system based on random file select
To give each sound its own location in the spatial soundscape, the random number that triggers
specific files is used to generate a location. To make the system scalable, this is done first by
outputting the random number from each sound playback engine and mapping that to a panning
value in the Max/MSP object ‘+binaural ’ made by Tom Erbe (http://www.soundhack.com/).
+Binaural maps panning locations using a 360-degree number system (from −180 to +180)—
allowing a very dense sound field using binaural processing.

Using and controlling the panning values allows groups of critters to be spread out across a
portion of the soundscape. So, for instance, a group of high twittery sounds could stay confined
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to the left front area of a quadraphonic region, but each individual sound sample in the group
would have its own unique position within that area. Those values can be scaled to other panning
systems from the 4 channel ‘Pan4s’ quadraphonic object used in the conservatory installation, up
to larger systems like Meyer Sound’s MIAP, or IRCAM’s SPAT using ambisonics, triangle
based, or vector panning systems to do equal power panning to any number of speakers. To
create motion, line objects can be employed to create trajectories controlled by the line object
arguments (Figure 19).

Figure 5.3: Details of ‘binaural from random’ sub-patch.

6. Conceptual Results
The piece appeared to be well received. From anecdotal conversations with visitors and reports
from the greenhouse staff, people were first surprised and curious about the sounds and then
listened for sound qualities and effect. This is as hoped and intended, and seems to have
encouraged visitors to engage through listening modes as described by sound theorists like
Michel Chion and Pierre Schaeffer (Chion, Gorbman, & Murch, 1994 , p. 25). That is, visitors
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first hear the sounds with causal listening— ‘What is that? Where is it coming from?’ Then they
may wonder about the meaning of the sounds in the space (a form of semantic listening) and
listen for specific qualities that appear familiar, then appreciate the dreamlike details of the
synthesis and rhythms. This last phase relates to ‘reduced listening’ as coined by Pierre
Schaeffer.

These listening modes do not make clear connection to the memories and emotions that sound
can evoke. Chion makes reference to this problem when he asks what reduced listening is good
for, saying ‘the emotional, physical, and aesthetic value of a sound is linked not only to the
causal explanation we attribute to it but also to its own qualities of timbre and texture, to its own
personal vibration’ (Chion et al., 1994, p. 35). Author and sound designer David Sonnenschein
(2009) deals with this problem by introducing a fourth type— ‘referential listening’—to his
updated discussion of listening modes. Authors Barry Blesser and Linda Ruth Salter investigate
the experience of soundscapes and aural architecture saying “we are mostly interested in
listening experiences that have the capacity to produce either an overt or a subliminal affect.
Overt affect corresponds to strong feelings, emotions, whereas subliminal affect corresponds to
subtle arousal, moods” (Blesser/Salter p. 13). It appears that the soundscape generated in
Oscillator Pond is able to be experienced overtly or subliminally and evoke such emotions and
feelings.

The interactive interface allowed visitors to answer questions about the source and intent of the
sounds and explore the details of individual sounds and rhythmic scenes by playing them.
Placing the touchpad away from the main entrance and to the side of the conservatory
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encouraged visitors to explore the plants and their layout, and the soundscape, before
encountering the touchpad. The touchpad interactivity was reported to be a popular feature that
many visitors enjoyed, but other visitors found the sounds amenable to relaxing in the space—
reading or talking in the usual ways the public conservatory is designed for.

It was especially rewarding to me that the staff of the greenhouse liked the work and did not tire
of its presence during the five weeks it ran continuously. As hoped, the sounds were familiar
enough, yet varied and sparse enough to allow them to coexist with regular activities in the
space. The audio system design and management of volume levels were also important to
achieving this result. After the installation closed, one staff person remarked that she ‘missed
them’—referring to the critter sounds.

It is my hope that other visitors experienced some emotional connection to the work. Perhaps the
experience will encourage some to listen with a little more interest and even joy to the
soundscapes around us—both natural and human influenced. The use of unique but referential
synthesized sounds breaks away from work based on recorded nature sounds and perhaps breaks
down stereotypes of new age and contemplative music that is sometimes associated with the
presentation of nature sounds and derived soundscapes.

Maybe some will consider what is missed when we isolate ourselves from ambient sound
through architecture or personal media devices. At a deeper level, the ability to interrupt
Oscillator Pond with the touch of an image on a screen may symbolically remind us of human
impact on the environments that support the world’s soundscapes. These are soundscapes that, as
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Bernie Krause’s research demonstrates (Krause, 2016), have been and continue to be reshaped
by human activity and populations worldwide.
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